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Wholesale pricing applies to an initial order of 4 or more costumes of the same style (ie small 

group/troupe) and any additional orders placed by studios during the next two years. 

Edgy and affordable, our costumes are made from high quality lycra, lace, mesh and sequinned fabrics and 

also feature hand sequinning, motifs, jewels and diamantes and all of our unique designs are copyrighted to 

Costume Glitz. 

Our costumes are designed in Australia and manufactured in our factory in Indonesia and catalogue designs 

can be made in your choice of colour combinations (chosen from our vast range of fabrics). We also offer a 

custom design service for group orders (minimum 15 dancers per style).   

We recommend placing your orders well ahead of planned performance dates and always allow a minimum 

of 10 weeks for delivery for catalogue orders.  Please email your wish list including sketches, photos, colours 

etc to info@costumeglitz.com.au for a quote and always allow 12 weeks for custom orders. 

End Of Year Concert Orders 

Please confirm your ‘end of year’ concert costume requirements as early as possible.  Please email a 

summary of what your order may look like (genre, age, approximate numbers initially) to secure your 

placement in our production queue and to ensure delivery to you well ahead of your scheduled rehearsals 

etc. 

Ordering 

Please complete, save and send (or print out, complete, scan and send) an order form and email to 

info@costumeglitz.com.au 

Once your order is accepted and your delivery time line is confirmed, we will send you an invoice and require 

a 50% deposit before we commence your order process. 

Sizing 

Please measure each dancer (prior to confirming your orders) – see below -  then refer to our sizing guide to 

choose sizes:-   

Chest – around the nipple please 
Waist – smallest part 
Hips – around the biggest part of the bottom  (low hip) 
Girth –place tape on top of shoulder, take down the front and through the legs and back up to meet 
the tape on the top of the shoulder (ie form one loop with the tape to measure the body length) 

. 
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